500 Word Essay on why I want to be a Teacher
Introduction
Teachers are one of the most important pillars of our society. There are different
professions like doctors who treat their patients, engineers build buildings, and similarly,
teachers play a very important role in building a mannerly society. They not only teach
us manners but also show the path of success. Really a society is incomplete without
gentle people.
My Favourite Teacher
My favourite teacher is Ashwani ma’am, she teaches us Maths. I like her and want to
become like her. She is unique in her own way; she never gets hesitated of my
questions and tells me even 10 times. Actually, I do not like Maths but her patience and
way of teaching really inspires me. I would like to say that, all teachers work very hard
so that we can get good marks. I love my teachers and want to really thank them for
their efforts.
Why I want to Become a Teacher
All of us want to become something in our future and we server our nation in different
ways. Similarly, I want to become a teacher and want to make studies easier for
students. I want to make a school where I can educate the poor free of cost. I have
seen some children on the street; they beg and do dirty jobs. Children are the future of
any nation, so we should handle them with care.
We learn different things from different places and one of the most common places in
our school. Teachers are not only those who teach us at school, they can be anyone
who teaches you. They can either give you bookish knowledge or some moral and
social knowledge. Some life coaches and motivational speakers are also teachers.
People who take you out from darkness are teachers and I really want to become one of
them.
Apart from ancient gurus all of us have a primary teacher at our home. Yes, it is our
parents and they teach us how to speak, walk, and do many other circular activities. Our
parents make us able to build some good habits and these habits are helpful for us in
many ways. These habits make us able to acquire higher education because if a child
cannot talk it is very difficult for him to learn anything at school. So, we can say our
parents are our first teachers and they teach us some basic things. It helps us to know
our interest and know our potential.

Conclusion
All teachers do a great job and the teaching profession is a kind of social work. I wish all
of us should spare some time in teaching students of their locality so that they can make
sure that no child left without education. Teachers are not only those who teach us at
school, it can be anyone who wants to educate society. My teachers always teach me to
become a good human first that’s why they teach us good manners first because a
gentleman can only make a better society.

